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Background: Anxiety and depressive disorders affect Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patients since the early stages of the disease. Although the presence of these symptoms is widely recognized, the beginning and the psychological mechanisms at the basis of these disorders have rarely been examined in detail. ...
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The study of animal behavior in the laboratory environment aims to promote welfare and minimize the discomfort of animals during scientific tests. ...

Which kinds of work stress are related with which types of depression? Workplace satisfaction and subtypes of depression in rural Australians
Although the association between Job Satisfaction (JS) and depression has been reported at a global level, relatively little is known about that relationship in terms of specific aspects of JS and subtypes of depression. To investigate this issue, eighty-eight employed participants from rural Australia answered questionnaires about JS and depression, plus background ...

Cognitive impact in bipolar disorder

It appears that bipolar patients suffer from cognitive difficulties whereas they are in period of thymic stability. These intercritical cognitive difficulties are fairly stable and their severity is correlated with the functional outcome of patients. Nevertheless, the profile of cognitive impairment varies significantly from study to study quantitatively and qualitati ...

Depressive disorders: Definitions, contexts, differential diagnosis, neural correlates and clinical strategies

Starting from the categorical definitions of “depressive disorders”, we proceeded to list the individual forms provided by the DSM-V, with a particular focus on historical, clinical, neurobiological and therapeutic profiles, concluding the analysis of the possible strategies to be used to finalize the resolutions to problems arising from the disorder in question. ...